Healing of large periapical lesion by Regenerative Endodontic procedure in immature and mature permanent teeth with/without collagen-hydroxyapatite scaffold: A Case report
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Abstract

The purpose of this case report is to report healing of a large periapical lesion with average size of the lesion 9.538 cm³ related to immature and mature necrotic teeth using a novel collagen-hydroxyapatite scaffold in regenerative endodontic procedure. Apical periodontitis related to tooth number seven and eight with (in the same patient) was determined from preoperative cone beam computed tomography scans. Teeth were treated via a revascularization protocol using 1.5% sodium hypochlorite irrigant, a double antibiotic paste was placed for 21 days, collagen-hydroxyapatite scaffold and a coronal seal of mineral trioxide aggregate, and glass ionomer restoration were placed in the second visit. After 1-year follow-up, teeth showed resolution of clinical signs and symptoms in addition to resolution of periapical radiolucency. Results from this case show that regenerative endodontic procedure is an effective treatment option for both immature and mature teeth with apical periodontitis. Based on this case report, the following recommendations are made to help with the regenerative endodontic technique: (1) patient compliance for multiple appointment treatment plan may be significant for case selection. (2) Optimum disinfection protocol is a key factor for success of regenerative endodontic process. (3) Preserving coronal seal throughout interappointment time and after completion of treatment.
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1. Introduction

Pulp tissue regeneration has emerged in endodontics mainly as an alternative treatment to conventional root canal treatment for immature necrotic teeth [1]. The first trials for regenerative endodontics included the induction of blood clot for pulp revascularization, recruiting stem cells residing in the apical papilla and utilizing growth factors embedded in dentine. The blood clot itself was considered the scaffold that holds cells and molecules together [2]. This approach is known as cell homing [3]. Scaffold acts as a three-dimensional vehicle that aids in cellular adhesion, cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions and formation of new tissues. The most commonly used material as a scaffold is collagen type I since it is considered the major component of the extracellular matrix, biodegradable, easily replaced with newly formed regenerated tissues and allows easy placement ofstem cells and morphogenes [1]. The Incorporation of bioactive molecules within a natural scaffold has been recently introduced in dental literature highlighting the potential of better cellular differentiation, dentogenesis, and cementogenesis leading to faster healing and apical closure.

Calcium phosphates play a crucial role in cell adhesion and adsorption of extracellular matrix proteins on the surface [4]. Hydroxyapatite and tricalcium phosphates are the most common naturally occurring calcium phosphates in the human body. Both are well known for their bioactive potential. The only difference between these two compounds is that hydroxyapatite is non resorbable [5] while the latter is. In 1986 a mixture of HAP and β-TCP was first prepared as a biphasic form of calcium phosphates [6]. This mixture was then reintroduced in the market by GENOSS Co., Ltd. as a bone grafting material named OSTEON III [7]. OSTEON III was approved by FDA in 2016 for human use, and was composed of an interconnected porous structure, of macro and micro pores similar to the structure of human cancellous bone. Lately, a new attempt has been carried out to combine osteoconductive property of hydroxyapatite and beta tricalcium phosphate and ease of handling, shaping and wettability of collagen and introduced a new scaffold” Osteon III collagen” in market [8]. Hence, this study is conducted to test the outcome of regenerative endodontic procedure using this newly introduced scaffold versus the conventional blood clot scaffold.

2. Materials and methods

A healthy 11-year-old male was referred for treatment of chronic apical abscess related to tooth number 7. The patient reported that he had been subjected to trauma
years before. An intraoral swelling was noted on the buccal mucosa above tooth number 7. Preoperative CBCT scan revealed periapical lesion with average size 9.538 cm [3] related to teeth number 7 and 8 and incomplete root development in tooth number 8. After clinical and radiographic examination (Fig. 1A), the diagnosis was as follows: tooth number 8 - pulpal necrosis, asymptomatic apical periodontitis and tooth number 7 - pulpal necrosis and chronic apical abscess. Revascularization procedures were recommended for both teeth. Patient approved the application of treatment. After informed consent was obtained, the teeth were anesthetized with 4% Articaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine, isolated with a rubber dam, and accessed. Upon access, purulent exudate was found in tooth number 7. The canals of both teeth were irrigated with 20 mL of 1.5% NaOCl, followed by 20 mL of saline, then double antibiotic paste was injected in the root canals [9].

Double antibiotic paste was prepared as follows: 1:1 mixture of ciprofloxacin and metronidazole was freshly prepared in propylene glycol vehicle with final concentration 0.5mg/mL in an injectable form. Access cavity was sealed with 3 to 4 mm of glass ionomer restoration and the patient was dismissed and recalled after 3 weeks for the second visit. Second visit (After 21 days): Response to initial treatment was assessed, signs/symptoms were resolved. Anesthesia with 3% mevipacaine without vasoconstrictor, rubber dam isolation. Copious gentle irrigation with 20 mL of ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA), followed by saline was applied [9]. Blood induction inside the root canals of both teeth was done by over-instrumentation using K file size 30 until the canals are flooded with blood. Furthermore, 0.025 g Osteon III collagen moldable scaffold was packed inside the root canal space of tooth number 8. A layer of 3-4 mm of white MTA was placed 3 mm below CEJ, moist cotton is placed above MTA to ensure final setting covered with reinforced glass ionomer as a temporary restoration.

3. Results and Discussions

At the 6-month and 1-year (Fig. 1E) recall examinations, the patient remained asymptomatic. CBCT images taken at 1 year showed that the periapical lesion appeared to heal with average size 0.051 cm [3]. Regenerative endodontic procedure is considered the first line of treatment for immature necrotic teeth. The American association of Endodontists recommends that an ideal outcome of any regenerative endodontic procedure should include three goals: 1) primary goal: the elimination of symptoms and evidence of bone healing; 2) secondary goal: an increase in root development; 3) tertiary goal: a positive response to vitality. Recent studies highlighted the concept of “biological obturation” of the root canal in mature teeth and re-establishing newly formed tissues with sensory and immune mechanisms. The present case represented regeneration using experimental external scaffold, Osteon 3 collagen in immature permanent human teeth, against conventional blood clot in mature one.

Generally, the control of infection established in the root canal and periapical tissues is critical. However, it is also essential to preserve the stem cells’ viability present on the apical papilla. Nevertheless, the control of microorganism reinfection is crucial to regenerate the dentin-pulp complex [10-11]. In the current study, the applied disinfection protocol was the same as recommended in AAE guidelines [9]. Root canals were irrigated with 1.5 % sodium hypochlorite (20mL/canal, 5 min) to maintain viability of stem cells since maximum clinically used concentration was reported to has detrimental effect on stem cell survival and denatures growth factors in dentin as reported by Galler et al [11], Essner et al [12]and Casagrande et al [13]. Freshly prepared double antibiotic liquid (1:1 mixture of ciprofloxacin and metronidazole in propylene glycol vehicle) with final concentration 0.5mg/5ml was placed in the root canal for three weeks. The recommended dilution appears as a liquid and no longer a paste in order to retain the desirable antibacterial and anti-biofilm effect and avoiding stem cell toxicity.

Ruparel et al [14] reported in a previous study that survival rate of SCAP was observed from 33% to 56% when cells were exposed to 1 mg/mL DAP and showed a survival rate of 100% when greater dilutions were used. Moreover, Althumairy et al [15] reported that preparing DAP in a paste form resulted in very high concentrations up to 1000 mg/mL with no viable SCAP. 17% EDTA was used in the second visit to extract growth factors embedded in dentin, especially VEGF and TGF-β and thus promotes proliferation and differentiation of stem cells. Moreover, EDTA is a strong chelating agent, removes smear layer, has antibacterial property by extracting bacterial surface proteins, which lead to bacterial death, removes biofilm and decreases intracanal microbial load. It was proven that not only EDTA preserve stem cells viability but also it increases their attachment to dentin in many previous studies [16-17].

Even with the maximum infection control procedures, there are still challenges, such as creating a blood clot as a scaffold [18]. Bioactive ceramic scaffolds containing HA or TCP or mixture of both have been previously investigated by Gronthos et al., Sonoyama et al, Nevins et al, Zhu et al who reported success of regenerative procedure [19-25]. Osteon 3 collagen scaffold is a bioactive ceramic scaffold that was previously reported to be used as a bone grafting material [26]. The scaffold is supplied in a cylinder form that changes to various shapes in wet environment. Recent studies reported the use of Osteon 3 collagen in regenerative endodontics. Regenerative endodontics was the treatment of choice in tooth number 7 as regeneration in mature teeth has shown promising outcomes in recent previous studies [18-27-28].

Although mechanical seal made by different obturation techniques yield high success in literature, the concept of biological obturation of the root canal with newly-formed tissues has more beneficial aspects; mainly re-establishing sensory and immune mechanisms, decreasing the incidence of flare-ups and increasing fracture resistance of endodontically treated teeth [27]. MTA is a bioceramic material, which possess beneficial criteria as it is chemically stable, bioactive, biocompatible, and non-toxic, does not shrink, and Osteo inductive. Moreover, MTA enhances MSCs osteo/odontogenic ability. In particular, it upregulates osteo/odontogenic markers such as Osteocalcin (OCN), Alkaline phosphatase (ALP), Bone sialoprotein (BSP), Osteopontin (OPN), Collagen 1 (C0L1), Runt-related transcription factor 2 (RUNX2), Osterix (OSX), and DSPP. The transcription factor RUNX2 is considered the master regulator of mineralization-related genes. That’s why MTA is the material of choice in REP [28].
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Figure 1. (A) A preoperative photograph showing intraoral swelling related to tooth # 7. Preoperative Cone-beam images (B); Axial cut, (C) Coronal cut, (D) Sagittal cut showing a periapical radiolucency approximately 9.5 cm$^3$ in diameter. (E) A photograph healing of intraoral swelling after 21 days disinfection (F) Immediate postoperative radiograph taken with Osteon 3 collagen placed into the root canal of tooth number 8. 1-year postoperative Cone-beam images: (G) axial views, (H) coronal view (I) sagittal view showing significant decrease in periapical radiolucency of 0.05 cm$^3$ in diameter
Method of assessment of radiographic outcome in the current study is Cone beam computed tomography, according to AAE joint position statement recommendation number 11 in which Limited Field of view CBCT should be taken for diagnosis and management of limited dento-alveolar trauma [29]. Preoperative and 1 year follow up CBCT scans were compared, bony lesion size, root length, dentine thickness, and apical diameter were measured, documented, tabulated and subjected for statistical analysis. It should be noted that the regeneration conditions between bone and dentin are very different. Bone contains marrow space where stem cells responsible for the regeneration of the adjacent bone resides. Dentin does not contain any marrow space and its regeneration is dependent on the condition of the pulp. Therefore, having a healthy pulp is a prerequisite for dentin regeneration. The critical size defect was defined in the study of bone regeneration that, without introducing any supportive approaches, the tissue will not regenerate naturally during the lifetime of the animal [30]. The critical size defect has never been experimentally tested for pulp.

Theoretically, the entire pulp chamber root dentin, if lost, may be regenerated with the dentin bridge. However, it is difficult to determine how much pulp tissue loss exceeds the natural ability to regenerate. Unfortunately, Pulp tissue regeneration accomplished by cell homing technique is not expected since it would have exceeded its critical size defect [30]. In the present study, bony lesion healed at 1year follow up CBCT, our results agree with Nevins et al [24] in which periapical lesions healed in all teeth using the same scaffold material. Many clinical case reports have shown good outcomes with pulp revitalization of immature teeth in terms of healing and absence of pathology. Regarding root development, the results vary in those case reports, especially when comparing the dentin wall thickness, the root length, and the size of the pulp canal after treatment. In the present case study, root development did not show any progression. In a review reported by Torbinejad [31] the rate of root development varied from 21%–100%, which shows the low predictability of the secondary outcome after revascularization.

4. Conclusions

Under the circumstances of this study, it can be concluded that: Regenerative endodontic procedures are an effective and reliable line of treatment for necrotic immature and mature permanent teeth. Placement of artificial external scaffolds, even though being bioactive, did not increase the success of regenerative endodontic procedure.
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